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ITERATED LINE INTEGRALS OVER LAURENT SERIES FIELDS OF
CHARACTERISTIC P

by

Ambrus Pál

Abstract. — Inspired by Besser’s work on Coleman integration, we use ∇-modules to define
iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p taking values in double cosets
of unipotent n× n matrices with coefficients in the Robba ring divided out by unipotent n× n
matrices with coefficients in the bounded Robba ring on the left and by unipotent n×n matrices
with coefficients in the constant field on the right. We reach our definition by looking at the
analogous theory for Laurent series fields of characteristic 0 first, and reinterpreting the classical
formal logarithm in terms of ∇-modules on formal schemes. To illustrate that the new p-adic
theory is non-trivial, we show that it includes the p-adic formal logarithm as a special case.

Résumé. — En nous inspirant du travail de Besser sur l’intégration de Coleman, nous uti-
lisons les ∇-modules pour définir des intégrales curvilignes itérées sur des corps de séries de
Laurent en caractéristique p qui prennent leurs valeurs dans des doubles classes de l’espace des
matrices unipotentes de taille n × n à coefficients dans l’anneau de Robba, quotienté à gauche
par l’ensemble des matrices unipotentes à coefficients dans l’anneau de Robba borné, et à droite
par les matrices unipotentes à coefficients dans le corps de constantes. Nous aboutissons à cette
définition en étudiant la théorie analogue pour les corps de séries de Laurent en caractéristique 0
puis en réinterprétant le logarithme formel classique en terme de ∇-modules sur les schémas for-
mels. Pour montrer que cette nouvelle théorie p-adique n’est pas triviale, nous prouvons qu’elle
contient le logarithme formel p-adique comme cas particulier.

1. Formal iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic zero

In order to motivate our investigations over fields of positive characteristic, first we will look
at a theory which could be justifiably considered as a formal analogue of line integrals over
Laurent series fields of characteristic zero. We will start with the formal analogue of the
logarithm, the most basic such contruction. Let k a field of characteristic 0. The formal
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110 Iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p

logarithm:

log(1− z) = −
∞∑

n=1

zn

n
∈ Q[[z]]

can be used to define a homomorphism:

k[[t]]∗/k∗ −→ k[[t]]

as follows. Every u ∈ k[[t]]∗ can be written uniquely as:

u = c(1− w), c ∈ k∗, w ∈ tk[[t]].

The infinite sum:

log(1− w) = −
∞∑

n=1

wn

n

converges in the t-adic topology to a power series in k[[t]], and the map:

k[[t]]∗ → k[[t]], u 7→ log(1− w)

is a homomorphism with kernel k∗ which we will denote by log by slight abuse of notation.
It is possible to reinterpret this construction using differential algebra. Let Ω1

k[[t]]/k be module
of continuous Kähler differentials of k[[t]] over k, i.e. the free module over k[[t]] generated by
the symbol dt, where the derivation d : k[[t]]→ Ω1

k[[t]]/k is given by the formula

d

 ∞∑
j=0

xjt
j

 =

 ∞∑
j=1

jxjt
j−1

dt.

Then the first de Rham cohomology group

H1
dR(k[[t]]) def= Ω1

k[[t]]/k/dk[[t]]

of k[[t]] is trivial. Therefore for every u ∈ k[[t]]∗ there is a unique v ∈ tk[[t]] such that

dv = du
u
.

Note that v = log(u). Indeed this follows at once by differentiating the infinite sum term by
term and using that d is continuous in the t-adic topology. So the relation:

d log(u) = du
u

can be used to define the formal logarithm. Next we give a geometric reformulation of this
relation using the theory of ∇-modules.

Definition 1.1. — A ∇-module over k[[t]] is a pair (M,∇), where M is a finite, free k[[t]]-
module, and ∇ is a connection on M , i.e. a k-linear map:

∇ : M →M ⊗k[[t]] Ω1
k[[t]]/k

satisfying the Leibniz rule

∇(cv) = c∇(v) + v⊗ dc (∀ c ∈ k[[t]],v ∈M).
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Ambrus Pál 111

The trivial ∇-module over k[[t]] is just the pair (k[[t]], d). A horizontal map from a ∇-module
(M,∇) to another ∇-module (M ′,∇′) is just a k[[t]]-linear map f : M → M ′ such that the
following diagram is commutative:

M
∇ //

f

��

M ⊗k[[t]] Ω1
k[[t]]/k

f⊗k[[t]]idΩ1
k[[t]]/k

��
M ′

∇′ // M ′ ⊗k[[t]] Ω1
k[[t]]/k.

As usual we will simply denote by M the ordered pair (M,∇) whenever this is convenient.

These objects form a k-linear Tannakian category, with respect to horizontal maps as mor-
phisms, and with the obvious notion of directs sums, tensor products, quotients and duals.
In fact this Tannakian category is neutral, and the fibre functor is supplied by the lemma
below.

Definition 1.2. — A horizontal section of a ∇-module (M,∇) over k[[t]] is an s ∈M such
that ∇(s) = 0. We denote the set of the latter by M∇.

The following claim is very well-known:

Lemma 1.3. — For every (M,∇) as above M∇ is a k-linear vector space of dimension
equal to the rank of M over k[[t]].

Proof. — See the proof of Theorem 7.2.1 of [2]. Note that the recurrence

(i+ 1)Ui+1 =
i∑

j=0
NjUi−j

has a solution in our case, too, since k has characteristic zero. �

Note that for every s ∈M∇ there is a unique morphism from the trivial ∇-module to (M,∇)
such that the image of 1 is s. Therefore the lemma above implies that every ∇-module over
k[[t]] is trivial, i.e. it is isomorphic to the n-fold direct sum of the trivial ∇-module for some
n. In fact we get more:

Corollary 1.4. — The functor
(M,∇) 7→M∇

is a k-linear tensor equivalence of between the Tannakian categories of ∇-modules over k[[t]]
and of finite dimensional k-linear vector spaces.

Proof. — Since it is hard to find a convenient reference, we indicate the proof for the sake of
the reader. Let F be the functor in the claim above, and let G denote the functor

V 7→ (V ⊗k k[[t]], idV ⊗kd)
from the category of finite dimensional k-linear vector spaces to the category of ∇-modules
over k[[t]]. It is easy to see that F and G are functors of k-linear tensor categories, so we only
need to see that they are equivalences of categories. Note that the k[[t]]-multiplication induces
a natural map

M∇ ⊗k k[[t]] −→M
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112 Iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p

which is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.3. Similarly the natural map
V −→ (V ⊗k k[[t]])idV ⊗kd

given by the rule v 7→ v ⊗k 1 is an isomorphism. �

We will need a slight variant of Lemma 1.3, taking into accounts filtrations, but this will
follow easily from Corollary 1.4.

Notation 1.5. — Let M be a ∇-module over k[[t]] equipped with a filtration:
0 = M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Mn = M

by sub ∇-modules such that the rank ofMi over k[[t]] is r1 + · · ·+ri. Set r = r1 +r2 + · · ·+rn,
and equip the trivial ∇-module T = k[[t]]⊕r with the filtration:

0 = T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Tn = T,

where
Ti = k[[t]]⊕ k[[t]]⊕ · · · ⊕ k[[t]]︸ ︷︷ ︸

r1+···+ri

⊕ 0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ri+1+···+rn

.

Lemma 1.6. — There is an isomorphism φ : M → T of ∇-modules such that φ(Mi) = Ti

for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Proof. — By taking horizontal sections we get a filtration:
0 = M∇0 ⊂M∇1 ⊂ · · · ⊂M∇n = M∇

of M∇ by k-linear subspaces such that the k-dimension of M∇i is r1 + · · ·+ ri by Lemma 1.3.
Similarly

0 = T∇0 ⊂ T∇1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ T∇n = T∇

is a filtration of T∇ such that the k-dimension of T∇i is r1 + · · ·+ ri. It is a basic fact of linear
algebra that there is a k-linear isomorphism f : M∇ → T∇ such that f(M∇i ) = T∇i . The
claim now follows from Corollary 1.4. �

Let M and T be as in Notation 1.5. Assume now that for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n an
isomorphism:

φi : Mi/Mi−1 −→ k[[t]]⊕ri

is given where k[[t]] is equipped with the trivial connection.

Lemma 1.7. — There is an isomorphism φ : M → T of ∇-modules such that φ(Mi) = Ti

for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n and the induced isomorphism
φi : Mi/Mi−1 −→ Ti/Ti−1 ∼= k[[t]]⊕ri

is φi for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Proof. — Let
φ∇i : (Mi/Mi−1)∇ ∼= M∇i /M

∇
i−1 −→ T∇i /T

∇
i−1
∼= (Ti/Ti−1)∇ ∼= k⊕ri

be the k-linear isomorphism induced by φi on horizontal sections. It is possible to choose a
k-linear isomorphism f : M∇ → T∇ such that f(M∇i ) = T∇i and the induced map:

M∇i /M
∇
i−1 −→ T∇i /T

∇
i−1

is φ∇i above for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The claim now follows from Corollary 1.4. �
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Ambrus Pál 113

Definition 1.8. — Let r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) be a vector consisting of positive integers, and
set r = r1 + r2 + · · ·+ rn. A framed ∇-module of signature r is a ∇-module (M,∇) over k[[t]]
equipped with a k[[t]]-basis e1, e2, . . . , er of M such that

Mi = the k[[t]]-span of e1, e2, . . . , er1+···+ri

is a sub ∇-module, and the image of er1+···+ri−1+1, . . . , er1+···+ri in the quotient Mi/Mi−1 is
a k-basis of (Mi/Mi−1)∇. There is a natural notion of isomorphism of framed ∇-modules
of signature r, namely, it is an isomorphism of the underlying ∇-modules which maps the
k[[t]]-bases to each other (respecting the indexing, too).

Definition 1.9. — Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Let Ur(R) denote the group
of r × r matrices composed of blocks Uij such that for every pair (i, j) of indices Uij is an
ri× rj matrix with coefficients in R, moreover Uii is the identity matrix for every i and Uij is
the zero matrix for every i > j. It is reasonable to call Ur(R) the group of unipotent matrices
of rank r with coefficients in R.

Remark 1.10. — Note that for every framed ∇-module (M,∇, e1, e2, . . . , er) of signature
r as above there is a unique isomorphism:

φi : Mi/Mi−1 −→ k[[t]]⊕ri

which maps the image of er1+···+ri−1+1, . . . , er1+···+ri under the quotient map to the 1st,
2nd, . . . , rith basis vector of k[[t]]⊕ri , respectively. Therefore there is an isomorphism φ :
M → T of ∇-modules such that φ(Mi) = Ti and the induced isomorphism

φi : Mi/Mi−1 −→ Ti/Ti−1 ∼= k[[t]]⊕ri

is φi for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n by Lemma 1.7. The matrix of φ in the basis e1, e2, . . . , er

is an element of Ur(k[[t]]), unique up to multiplication on the right by a matrix in Ur(k). We
get a well-defined map from the isomorphism classes of framed ∇-modules of signature r into
the set Ur(k[[t]])/Ur(k) which is obviously a bijection.

Example 1.11. — For every u ∈ k[[t]]∗ consider the following framed ∇-module of signature
(1, 1). Set M = k[[t]]⊕2, let e1, e2 be the 1st, respectively 2nd basis vector of M , and let ∇ be
the unique connection of M such that

∇(e1) = 0, ∇(e2) = e1 ⊗
du
u
.

Let φ : M ∼= k[[t]]⊕2 → T ∼= k[[t]]⊕2 be an isomorphism of the type considered above. Then
the matrix V of φ in the basis e1, e2 is

V =
(

1 v
0 1

)
∈ U(1,1)(k[[t]]) such that

d ◦ V =
(

0 dv
0 0

)
= V ◦ ∇ =

(
1 v
0 1

)
·
(

0 du
u

0 0

)
=
(

0 du
u

0 0

)
,

and hence
dv = du

u
.

So the isomorphism class of the framed ∇-module (M,∇, e1, e2) in
U(1,1)(k[[t]])/U(1,1)(k) ∼= k[[t]]/k
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114 Iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p

is just log(u) (modulo constants).

The point of the construction above is that we can get the family in the example above as
a pull-back of a similar type of object on the formal multiplicative group scheme over the
formal spectrum Spf(k[[t]]) of k[[t]]. This is the description which easily generalises, and which
we are going to describe next.

Definition 1.12. — Let X be a formally smooth t-adic formal scheme of finite type over
Spf(k[[t]]). Then X is also a formally smooth formal scheme of finite type over Spf(k) via
the map Spf(k) → Spf(k[[t]]) induced by the embedding k ↪→ k[[t]]. Therefore the sheaf of
continuous Kähler differentials Ω1

X/k is well-defined, and it is a finite, locally free formal
OX -module. A ∇-module over X is a pair (M,∇), where M is a finite, locally free formal
OX -module, and ∇ is a connection on M , i.e. a k-linear map of sheaves:

∇ : M →M ⊗OX
Ω1

X/k

satisfying the Leibniz rule
∇(cv) = c∇(v) + v⊗ dc

for every open U ⊂ X and c ∈ Γ(U,OX),v ∈ Γ(U,M).

Definition 1.13. — The trivial ∇-module over X is just OX equipped with the differential
d : OX → Ω1

X/k
∼= OX⊗OX

Ω1
X/k. These notions specialise to those introduced in Definition 1.1

when X is Spf(k[[t]]). Moreover horizontal maps of ∇-modules over X is defined the same way
as above. We get a k-linear category with the usual notion of direct sums, duals and tensor
products. Again we will denote by M the ordered pair (M,∇) whenever this is convenient.
Finally let M∇ denote the sheaf of horizontal sections of M :

Γ(U,M∇) def= {s ∈ Γ(U,M) | ∇(s) = 0}.

Note that M is a trivial ∇-module of rank n, that is, isomorphic to the n-fold direct sum of
(OX , d), if and only if M∇ is the constant sheaf in n-dimensional k-linear vector spaces.

Definition 1.14. — It is possible to define the notion of framed ∇-modules in this more
general context, too. Let r and r be as in Definition 1.8. A framed ∇-module over X of
signature r is a ∇-module (M,∇) over X equipped with a OX -frame e1, e2, . . . , er of M such
that

Mi = the OX -span of e1, e2, . . . , er1+···+ri

is a sub ∇-module, and the image of er1+···+ri−1+1, . . . , er1+···+ri in the quotient Mi/Mi−1 is
a k-frame of (Mi/Mi−1)∇.

Definition 1.15. — The notion of ∇-modules and framed ∇-modules are natural in X. Let
f : X → Y be a morphism of formally smooth formal schemes of finite type over Spf(k[[t]]).
The morphism f induces an OX -linear map df : f∗(Ω1

Y/k)→ Ω1
X/k. The pull-back f∗(M,∇)

of a ∇-module (M,∇) with respect to f is f∗(M) equipped with the composition:

f∗(∇) : f∗(M) // f∗(M ⊗OY
Ω1

Y/k) ∼= f∗(M)⊗OX
f∗(Ω1

Y/k) // Ω1
X/k ,

where the first arrow is the pull-back of∇ with respect to f , and the second is idf∗(M)⊗OX
df .

The pull-back of a framed ∇-module (M,∇, e1, . . . , er) of signature r on Y with respect
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Ambrus Pál 115

to f is the pull-back f∗(M,∇) equipped with the OX -frame f∗(e1), . . . , f∗(er). Since pull-
back commutes with quotients and the pull-back of horizontal sections are horizontal, this
construction is a framed ∇-module of signature r on X.

Definition 1.16. — For every X as above let X(k[[t]]) denote the set of sections f :
Spf(k[[t]]) → X. Let M = (M,∇, e1, . . . , er) be a framed ∇-module of signature r on X.
Then for every f ∈ X(k[[t]]) the pull-back of M with respect to f is a framed ∇-module of
signature r over k[[t]]. Taking isomorphism classes we get a function∫

M
: X(k[[t]]) −→ Ur(k[[t]])/Ur(k)

which we will call the line integral of M.

Example 1.17. — Let X be Spf(k[[t, x]]). In order to give a ∇-module on X, it is sufficient
to give a k-linear map:

∇ : k[[t, x]]⊕2 −→ k[[t, x]]⊕2 ⊗k[[t,x]] Ω1
k[[t,x]]/k

satisfying the Leibniz rule, where

Ω1
k[[t,x]]/k = k[[t, x]] · dt⊕ k[[t, x]] · dx,

with differential d : k[[t, x]]→ Ω1
k[[t,x]]/k given by:

d

∑
ij

aijt
ixj

 =
∑
ij

(iaijt
i−1xjdt+ jaijt

ixj−1dx).

Let e1, e2 be the 1st, respectively 2nd basis vector of k[[t, x]]⊕2, and let ∇ be the unique
connection of k[[t, x]]⊕2 such that

∇(e1) = 0, ∇(e2) = e1 ⊗
dx

1 + x
,

where (1 + x)−1 =
∑∞

i=0(−1)ixi. Equipped with the frame e1, e2 this ∇-module is framed of
signature (1, 1). Let M denote this object. Note that sections of X → Spf(k[[t]]) are exactly
continuous k[[t]]-algebra homomorphisms ψ : k[[t, x]] → k[[t]]. Every such ψ is determined by
ψ(1 + x) which must be an invertible element of k[[t]]. Conversely for every u ∈ k[[t]]∗ there
is a unique such ψu : k[[t, x]] → k[[t]] with the property ψu(1 + x) = u. The pull-back of M
with respect to ψu is just the framed ∇-module appearing in Example 1.11. We get that the
formal line integral:∫

M
: X(k[[t]]) ∼= k[[t]]∗ −→ U(1,1)(k[[t]])/U(1,1)(k) ∼= k[[t]]/k

is just the formal logarithm.

2. The p-adic logarithm for Laurent series fields of characteristic p

The perfect reference for the background material in this section and the next is Kedlaya’s
book [2].
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116 Iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p

Notation 2.1. — Let k a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and let O denote the ring
of Witt vectors over k. Let vp denote the valuation on O normalised so that vp(p) = 1. For
x ∈ O, let x denote its reduction in k. Let Γ denote the ring of bidirectional power series:

Γ =
{∑

i∈Z
xiu

i

∣∣∣∣∣xi ∈ O, lim
i→−∞

vp(xi) =∞
}
.

Then Γ is a complete discrete valuation ring whose residue field we could identify with k((t))
by identifying the reduction of

∑
xiu

i with
∑
xit

i (see [2, p. 263]). Let K = O[1
p ] and E = Γ1

p ;
they are the fraction fields of the rings O and Γ, respectively.

Definition 2.2. — Let Ω1
E be the free module over E generated by a symbol du, and define

the derivation d : E → Ω1
E by the formula

d

∑
j

xju
j

 =

∑
j

jxju
j−1

du.

We define the first de Rham cohomology group H1
dR(E) of E as the quotient Ω1

E/dE . Note
that the dlog map:

x 7→ dx
x
, E∗ → Ω1

E

followed by the quotient map Ω1
E → H1

dR(E) furnishes a homomorphism Γ∗ → H1
dR(E) which

we will denote by dlog by slight abuse of notation.

Lemma 2.3. — The homomorphism dlog : Γ∗ → H1
dR(E) factors through the reduction map

· : Γ∗ → k((t))∗.

Proof. — We need to show that for every x ∈ Γ∗ of the form 1 − py with y ∈ Γ we have
dlog(x) ∈ dE . Set

z = −
∞∑

n=1

(py)n

n
.

Since 0 ≤ vp(pn) − vp(n) → ∞ as n → ∞, the infinite sum above converges in the p-adic
topology, and hence z ∈ Γ is well-defined. Differentiation is continuous with respect to the
p-adic topology, so

dz =
∞∑

n=1
(py)n−1d(−py) = (1− py)−1d(1− py) = dlog(x). �

Let dlog also denote the induced homomorphism k((t))∗ → H1
dR(E). This map is trivial

restricted to k∗, for example because dlog : Γ∗ → H1
dR(E) is trivial on O∗. The basic result

about this construction is the following

Theorem 2.4. — The kernel of dlog : k((t))∗ → H1
dR(E) is k∗.

Proof. — Let deg : k((t))∗ → Z be the discrete valuation on k((t)) normalised so that
deg(t) = 1. We define the residue map on Ω1

E as follows:∑
j

xju
jdu 7→ x−1, Ω1

E → K.
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Ambrus Pál 117

Since there is no term of degree −1 in any exact form dx ∈ dE , we get a well-defined
homomorphism res: H1

dR(E)→ K. We will need the following:

Lemma 2.5. — The diagram commutes:

k((t))∗ dlog //

deg
��

H1
dR(E)

res
��

Z �
� // K.

Proof. — Clearly res ◦ dlog(t) = 1. Now let x ∈ k[[t]]∗. Then x has a lift to (Γ+)∗ ⊂ Γ∗, where
Γ+ denotes the subring

Γ+ =
{∑

i∈N
xiu

i

∣∣∣∣∣xi ∈ O
}

of Γ. By definition res ◦ dlog((Γ+)∗) = 0. Since the group k((t))∗ is generated by t and k[[t]]∗,
the claim now follows, as all arrows in the diagram are homomorphisms. �

Let us return to the proof of Theorem 2.4. Let x ∈ k((t))∗ be such that dlog(x) = 0, but
x 6∈ k∗. By the above x ∈ k[[t]]∗. We may assume without loss of generality that x ∈ 1 + tk[[t]]
by multiplying x with an element of k∗. Choose a lift y ∈ (Γ+)∗ of x. We may assume that

y = 1− aum − bum+1,

where m is a positive integer, with a ∈ O∗ and b ∈ Γ+. Set

z = −
∞∑

n=1

(aum + bum+1)n

n
.

The infinite sum above converges with respect to the topology generated by the ideal (u) /
K[[u]], so z is a well-defined element of K[[u]].
Let R be one of the rings K[[t]] and E+ = Γ+[1

p ], and let Ω1
R be the free module over R

generated by a symbol du, and define the derivation d : R→ Ω1
R by the formula

d

∑
j

xju
j

 =

∑
j

jxju
j−1

du.

Clearly Ω1
E+ ⊂ Ω1

K[[t]]. Let v ∈ E be such that dv = dlog(y). Since dlog(y) ∈ Ω1
E+ we have

v ∈ E+. Note that differentiation is continuous with respect to the (u)-adic topology, so

dz =
∞∑

n=1
(aum + bum+1)n−1 d(−aum − bum+1)

= (1− aum − bum+1)−1 d(1− aum − bum+1) = dlog(y).

Therefore dv = dz and hence v− z ∈ K. We get that z ∈ E+, too. But this is a contradiction
since, if

z =
∞∑

i=0
ziu

i,
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118 Iterated line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p

then vp(zmpi) = −i for every positive integer i. We can see the latter as follows. By definition:

z ≡ −
pi−1∑
n=1

(aum + bum+1)n

n
+ (aum)pi

pi
mod (umpi+1).

In the first summand all coefficients have p-adic valuation ≥ 1 − i, while in the second the
coefficient of umpi has valuation −i. �

Next we are going to give a slightly more convoluted variant of this construction, which
nevertheless ties it up better with the general theory of line integrals over Laurent series
fields of characteristic p.

Definition 2.6. — Let Γ† denote the subring:

Γ† =
{∑

i∈Z
xiu

i

∣∣∣∣∣xi ∈ O, lim inf
i→−∞

vp(xi)
−i

> 0
}
⊂ Γ.

The latter is also a discrete valuation ring with residue field k((t)), although it is not complete
(see [2, Def. 15.1.2 and Lem. 15.1.3, p. 263]). Let E† = Γ†[1

p ]. Then E† is the fraction field of
the ring Γ†. Similarly to the above let Ω1

E† be the module of continuous Kähler differentials
of E†, i.e. the free module over E† generated by a symbol du, equipped with the derivation
d : E† → Ω1

E† given by

d

∑
j

xju
j

 =

∑
j

jxju
j−1

du.

We define the first de Rham cohomology group H1
dR(E†) of E† as the quotient Ω1

E†/dE
†. Note

that the dlog map:

x 7→ dx
x
, (E†)∗ → Ω1

E†

followed by the quotient map Ω1
E† → H1

dR(E†) furnishes a homomorphism (Γ†)∗ → H1
dR(E†)

which we will denote by dlog†.

Lemma 2.7. — The homomorphism dlog† : (Γ†)∗ → H1
dR(E†) factors through the reduction

map · : (Γ†)∗ → k((t))∗.

Proof. — We need to show that for every x ∈ (Γ†)∗ of the form 1− py with y ∈ Γ† we have
dlog(x) ∈ dE†. It will be sufficient to prove that the element

z = −
∞∑

n=1

(py)n

n
∈ Γ

is actually in Γ†. Note that E† is the ring of the bidirectional (or Laurent) expansions of
bounded holomorphic functions over K on an open annulus of outer radius 1 and inner
radius 1− ε, for some ε ∈ (0, 1) (see [2, p. 263]). If y is such a function then the infinite sum
defining z converges with respect to the supremum norm and defines a bounded holomorphic
function over K on the annulus of outer radius 1 and inner radius 1 − ε. The claim is now
clear. �
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Let dlog† also denote the induced homomorphism k((t))∗ → H1
dR(E†). This map is trivial

restricted to k∗, for example because dlog† : (Γ†)∗ → H1
dR(E†) is trivial on O∗. Then we have

the following variant of Theorem 2.4 above:

Theorem 2.8. — The kernel of dlog† : k((t))∗ → H1
dR(E†) is k∗.

Proof. — Note that there is a commutative diagram:

k((t))∗ dlog† //

dlog %%

H1
dR(E†)

��
H1

dR(E),

where the right vertical map is induced by the pair of inclusions Ω1
E† → Ω1

E and dE† → dE .
Now the claim immediately follows from Theorem 2.4. �

Definition 2.9. — Let R denote the ring of bidirectional power series:

R =
{∑

i∈Z
xiu

i

∣∣∣∣∣xi ∈ O
[1
p

]
, lim inf

i→−∞

vp(xi)
−i

> 0, lim inf
i→+∞

vp(xi)
i
≥ 0

}
.

(See [2, Def. 15.1.4]) Let R+ denote its subring:

R+ = R∩
{∑

i∈N
xiu

i

∣∣∣∣∣xi ∈ O
[1
p

]}
.

Clearly E+ ⊂ R+ and E† ⊂ R. Note that we may define the continuous Kähler differentials
and the first de Rham cohomology group of the rings R and R+ similarly to the above, and
we will use similar notation to denote them, too.

The reason we like the ring R+ is the following very well-known claim:

Lemma 2.10. — The group H1
dR(R+) is trivial.

Proof. — Simply note that if
∑∞

i=0 xiu
i ∈ R+ then

∑∞
i=0

xi
i+1u

i+1 also lies in R+. �

Now we can tie in the contents of this section with the formal logarithm construction of the
previous section.

Definition 2.11. — Let v ∈ k[[t]]∗. Then dlog†(v) ∈ H1
dR(E+). By the above the image

of this class under the natural map H1
dR(E+) → H1

dR(R+) is trivial, so there is a w ∈ R+
such that dw = dlog†(v), unique up to adding an element of E+. It is reasonable to denote
the class of this element in R+/E+ by log†(v) in light of the above. The resulting map
log† : k[[t]]∗ → R+/E+ is a homomorphism with kernel k∗.

Remark 2.12. — There is an obstruction to extend this construction to the whole k((t))∗,
taking values in R/E†, namely the residue map. Indeed similarly to the construction in the
proof of Theorem 2.4, there is a residue map on Ω1

E† given by∑
j

xju
jdu 7→ x−1 , Ω1

E† → K,
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moreover we have a similar map for Ω1
R, and these maps are compatible with the inclusions

Ω1
E† ⊂ Ω1

E and Ω1
E† ⊂ Ω1

R. Since there is no term of degree −1 in any exact form, we get
well-defined homomorphisms res: H1

dR(E†)→ K and res: H1
dR(R)→ K. From Lemma 2.5 we

get that the diagram commutes:

k((t))∗ dlog† //

deg
��

H1
dR(E†)

res
��

// H1
dR(R)

res
xx

Z �
� // K.

On the other hand the map
res : H1

dR(R) −→ K

is an isomorphism by the lemma below, so dlog†(v) is integrable if and only if v ∈ k[[t]]∗.

Lemma 2.13. — The map res : H1
dR(R) −→ K is an isomorphism.

Proof. — The map is obviously surjective. In order to see injectivity, simply note that if∑
i∈N,i 6=−1 xiu

i ∈ R then
∑

i∈N,i 6=−1
xi

i+1u
i+1 also lies in R. �

3. Iterated p-adic line integrals over Laurent series fields of characteristic p

Definition 3.1. — Let R be one of the rings E+, E , E†,R+ or R. A ∇-module over R is a
pair (M,∇), where M is a finite, free R-module, and ∇ is a connection on M , i.e. a K-linear
map:

∇ : M →M ⊗R Ω1
R

satisfying the Leibniz rule
∇(cv) = c∇(v) + v⊗ dc (∀ c ∈ R,v ∈M).

The trivial ∇-module over R is just the pair (R,d). A horizontal map from a ∇-module
(M,∇) to another ∇-module (M ′,∇′) is just a R-linear map f : M → M ′ such that the
following diagram is commutative:

M
∇ //

f

��

M ⊗R Ω1
R

f⊗RidΩ1
R

��
M ′

∇′ // M ′ ⊗R Ω1
R .

As usual we will simply denote by M the ordered pair (M,∇) whenever this is convenient.

Definition 3.2. — Now let R ⊂ R′ be two rings from the list above and let (M,∇) be a
∇-module over R. Let ∇′ be the unique connection:

∇′ : M ⊗R R
′ −→ (M ⊗R R

′)⊗R′ Ω1
R′
∼= (M ⊗R Ω1

R)⊗R′ R
′

such that
∇′(m⊗R s) = ∇m⊗R s+m⊗R ds, (∀ m ∈M,∀ s ∈ R).

Then the couple (M ⊗R R′,∇′) is a ∇-module over R′ which we will denote by M ⊗R R′

for simplicity and will call the pull-back of M onto R′. Moreover for every homomorphism
h : M →M ′ of ∇-modules over R the R′-linear extension h⊗R idR′ : M ⊗RR

′ →M ′⊗RR
′ is
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a morphism of ∇-modules over R′. These objects form a K-linear Tannakian category, with
respect to horizontal maps as morphisms, and with the obvious notion of directs sums, tensor
products, quotients and duals. Note that we may define similar notions for the integral rings
Γ+,Γ† and Γ by substituting K-linearity with O-linearity.

Definition 3.3. — A horizontal section of a ∇-module (M,∇) over R is an s ∈ M such
that ∇(s) = 0. We denote the set of the latter by M∇. Note that for every s ∈ M∇ there
is a unique morphism from the trivial ∇-module to (M,∇) such that the image of 1 is s. Of
course a ∇-module over R is trivial if it is isomorphic to the n-fold direct sum of the trivial
∇-module for some n (over R).

Note that any reasonable version of Lemma 1.3 is false; in fact there is a ∇-module over
E+ whose pull-back to R is not trivial. (In fact the basic counterexample is very simple; it
corresponds to the differential equation y′ = y. For a further explanation see [2, Ex. 0.4.1])
However the analogue of the framed version (Lemma 1.7) is true, at least over R+. We are
going to formulate this claim next.

Notation 3.4. — Let r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) be a vector consisting of positive integers, and set
r = r1 + r2 + · · · + rn, as in Definition 1.8. Let M be a ∇-module over R equipped with a
filtration:

0 = M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Mn = M

by sub ∇-modules such that the rank of Mi over R is r1 + · · ·+ ri. Set r = r1 + r2 + · · ·+ rn,
and equip the trivial ∇-module T = R⊕r with the filtration:

0 = T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Tn = T,

where
Ti = R⊕R⊕ · · · ⊕R︸ ︷︷ ︸

r1+···+ri

⊕ 0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ri+1+···+rn

.

Also assume that for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n an isomorphism of ∇-modules:

φi : Mi/Mi−1 −→ R⊕ri

is given where R is equipped with the trivial connection. We will call such objects (consisting
of (M,∇), the filtration M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Mn, and the isomorphisms φi) filtered ∇-modules
of signature r. There is a natural notion of isomorphism of filtered ∇-modules of signature
r, namely, it is an isomorphism of the underlying ∇-modules which maps the filtrations to
each other, and identifies the isomorphisms φi.

Now let (M,∇,Mi, φi) be a filtered ∇-module of signature r and let (T, Ti) be as above.

Lemma 3.5. — Assume that R = R+. Then there is an isomorphism φ : M → T of
∇-modules such that φ(Mi) = Ti and the induced isomorphism

φi : Mi/Mi−1 −→ Ti/Ti−1 ∼= (R+)⊕ri

is φi for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

It will be simpler to introduce some additional definitions before we give the proof of the
lemma above.
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Definition 3.6. — Let r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) be a vector consisting of positive integers, and
set r = r1 + r2 + · · ·+ rn. A framed ∇-module of signature r (over R) is a ∇-module (M,∇)
over R equipped with an R-basis e1, e2, . . . , er of M such that

Mi = the R-span of e1, e2, . . . , er1+···+ri

is a sub ∇-module, and the image of er1+···+ri−1+1, . . . , er1+···+ri in the quotient Mi/Mi−1 is
a k-basis of (Mi/Mi−1)∇. There is a natural notion of isomorphism of framed ∇-modules of
signature r in this setting, too.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. — We are going to prove the claim by induction on n. The case n = 1 is
obvious. Assume now that the claim holds for n− 1. Note that (Mi/Mi−1)∇ spans Mi/Mi−1
as an R+-module, since the latter is a trivial ∇-module. Also note that M is a free R+-
module. Therefore we may choose a R+-basis e1, e2, . . . , er ofM such thatMi is the R+-span
of e1, . . . , er1+···+ri , and (M,∇) equipped with this basis is a framed ∇-module of signature
r. By the induction hypothesis we may assume that e1, . . . , er1+···+rn−1 are horizontal. Let
e1, e2, . . . , er is the 1st, 2nd, etc. basis vector of T . We may also assume without loss of
generality that φi maps the image of er1+···+ri−1+1, . . . , er1+···+ri under the quotient map to
the image of er1+···+ri−1+1, . . . , er1+···+ri under the quotient map for every i = 1, . . . , n.
Let C be the matrix of the connection ∇ in the R+-basis e1, . . . , er, that is, for every
s1, s2, . . . , sr ∈ R+ we have:

∇(s1e1 + · · ·+ srer) = e1 ⊗ ds1 + · · ·+ er ⊗ ds1 + (s1e1, · · · , srer) · C,
where the · in the last term denotes the row-column multiplication with respect to the tensor
product. Then C is an r × r matrix with coefficients in Ω1

R+
composed of blocks Cij such

that for every pair (i, j) of indices Cij is an ri × rj matrix with coefficients in Ω1
R+

, and Cij

is the zero matrix unless i = 1 and j = n.
By Lemma 2.10 there is a matrix U of rank r with coefficients in R+ such that dU = C and
Uij is the zero matrix unless i = 1 and j = n. Consider R+-linear map φ : M → T given by:

φ(λ1e1 + · · ·+ λrer) = (λ1e1, · · · , λrer) · (I + U)
for every λ1, . . . , λr ∈ R+, where I is the r× r identity matrix and · denotes the row-column
multiplication here. It is the isomorphism of ∇-modules we are looking for. �

Definition 3.7. — Now let (M,∇,M1, . . . ,Mr, φ1, . . . , φr) be a filtered ∇-module of signa-
ture r over E+. We may choose an E+-basis e1, e2, . . . , er of M such that Mi is the E+-span
of e1, . . . , er1+···+ri , and (M,∇) equipped with this basis is a framed ∇-module of signature
r. By Lemma 3.5 above there is an isomorphism φ : M ⊗E+ R+ → T of ∇-modules over R+
such that φ(Mi ⊗E+ R+) = Ti and the induced isomorphism

φi : Mi ⊗E+ R+/Mi−1 ⊗E+ R+ ∼= (Mi/Mi−1)⊗E+ R+ −→ Ti/Ti−1 ∼= R⊕ri
+

is φi ⊗E+idR+ for every index i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The matrix of φ in the basis e1 ⊗E+ 1, e2 ⊗E+
1, . . . , er⊗E+ 1 is an element of Ur(R+), unique up to multiplication on the right by a matrix
in Ur(K), corresponding to an automorphism of the ∇-module T respecting its filtration and
the horizontal bases on the Jordan–Hölder components, and up to multiplication on the left
by a matrix in Ur(E+), corresponding to a change of the basis e1, . . . , er. We get a well-defined
map from the isomorphism classes of framed ∇-modules of signature r over E+ into the set
Ur(E+)\Ur(R+)/Ur(K) of double cosets.
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Definition 3.8. — Write On = O/(pn+1). For a topologically finitely generated Γ+-algebra
A, with reductions An = A/(pn+1), we let

Ω1
A/O

def= lim←−
n→∞

Ω1
An/On

be the module of p-adically continuous differentials. The limit of the differentials of An over
On furnishes a p-adically continuous differential d : A → Ω1

A/O. When A = Γ+ = O[[u]]
then Ω1

O[[u]]/O is the free O[[u]]-module of rank one generated by the symbol du. Let X be a
formally smooth u-adic formal scheme of finite type over Spf(Γ+). Then we may define the
p-adically continuous Kähler differentials Ω1

X/O by patching, and it is a finite, locally free
formal OX -module, equipped with a differential d : OX → Ω1

X/O.

Definition 3.9. — Let X be as above. A ∇-module over X is a pair (M,∇), where M is
a finite, locally free formal OX -module, and ∇ is a connection on M , i.e. an O-linear map of
sheaves:

∇ : M →M ⊗OX
Ω1

X/O

satisfying the Leibniz rule
∇(cv) = c∇(v) + v⊗ dc

for every open U ⊂ X and c ∈ Γ(U,OX),v ∈ Γ(U,M).

Definition 3.10. — The trivial ∇-module over X is just OX equipped with the differential
d : OX → Ω1

X/O
∼= OX ⊗OX

Ω1
X/O. Moreover horizontal maps of ∇-modules over X is defined

the same way as above. We get a K-linear category with the usual notion of direct sums,
duals and tensor products. Again we will denote by M the ordered pair (M,∇) whenever
this is convenient. Finally let M∇ denote the sheaf of horizontal sections of M :

Γ(U,M∇) def= {s ∈ Γ(U,M)|∇(s) = 0}.

Note that M is a trivial ∇-module of rank n, that is, isomorphic to the n-fold direct sum of
(OX , d), if and only if M∇ is the constant sheaf in rank n free O-modules. It is possible to
define the notion of filtered and framed ∇-modules in this more general context, too. We will
leave the details to the reader.

Definition 3.11. — The notion of ∇-modules and framed ∇-modules are natural in X. Let
f : X → Y be a morphism of formally smooth formal schemes of finite type over Spf(Γ+).
The morphism f induces an OX -linear map df : f∗(Ω1

Y/O)→ Ω1
X/O. The pull-back f

∗(M,∇)
of a ∇-module (M,∇) with respect to f is f∗(M) equipped with the composition:

f∗(∇) : f∗(M) // f∗(M ⊗OY
Ω1

Y/O) ∼= f∗(M)⊗OX
f∗(Ω1

Y/O) // Ω1
X/O,

where the first arrow is the pull-back of∇ with respect to f , and the second is idf∗(M)⊗OX
df .

The pull-back of a filtered ∇-module (M,∇,M1, . . . ,Mr, φ1, . . . , φr) of signature r on Y
with respect to f is the pull-back f∗(M,∇) equipped with the filtration f∗(M1), . . . , f∗(Mr),
f∗(φ1), . . . , f∗(φr). Since pull-back commutes with quotients and the pull-back of horizontal
sections are horizontal, this construction is a filtered ∇-module of signature r on X.
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Definition 3.12. — For everyX as above letX(Γ+) denote the set of sections f : Spf(Γ+)→
X. Let M = (M,∇,M1, . . . ,Mr, φ1, . . . , φr) be a filtered ∇-module of signature r on X. Then
for every f ∈ X(Γ+) the pull-back of M with respect to f is a filtered ∇-module of signature
r over Γ+. By applying the functor ·⊗Γ+ E+ we get a filtered ∇-module of signature r over E+.
By taking isomorphism classes and using the construction in Definition 3.7 we get a function∫

M
: X(Γ+) −→ Ur(E+)\Ur(R+)/Ur(K)

which we will call the line integral of M.

Example 3.13. — Let X be Spf(O[[u, x]]). In order to give a ∇-module on X, it is sufficient
to give a O-linear map:

∇ : O[[u, x]]⊕2 −→ O[[u, x]]⊕2 ⊗O[[u,x]] Ω1
O[[u,x]]/O

satisfying the Leibniz rule, where

Ω1
O[[u,x]]/O = O[[u, x]] · du⊕O[[u, x]] · dx,

with differential d : O[[u, x]]→ Ω1
O[[u,x]]/O given by:

d

∑
ij

aiju
ixj

 =
∑
ij

(iaiju
i−1xjdu+ jaiju

ixj−1dx).

Let e1, e2 be the 1st, respectively 2nd basis vector of O[[u, x]]⊕2, and let ∇ be the unique
connection of O[[u, x]]⊕2 such that

∇(e1) = 0, ∇(e2) = e1 ⊗
dx

1 + x
,

where (1 + x)−1 =
∑∞

i=0(−1)ixi. Equipped with the frame e1, e2 this ∇-module is framed of
signature (1, 1). Let M denote this object. Note that sections of X → Spf(O[[u]]) are exactly
continuous O[[u]]-algebra homomorphisms ψ : O[[u, x]] → O[[u]]. Every such ψ is determined
by ψ(1 + x) which must be an invertible element of O[[u]]. Conversely for every v ∈ O[[u]]∗
there is a unique such ψv : O[[u, x]] → O[[u]] with the property ψv(1 + x) = v. The pull-back
of M with respect to ψv is the framed ∇-module, where M = O[[u]]⊕2, the frame e1, e2 is the
1st, respectively 2nd basis vector of M , and ∇ is the unique connection of M such that

∇(e1) = 0, ∇(e2) = e1 ⊗
dv
v
.

Let φ : M ⊗Γ+ R+ ∼= R⊕2
+ → T ∼= R⊕2

+ be an isomorphism of the type considered in
Definition 3.7 above. Then the matrix V of φ in the basis e1 ⊗Γ+ R+, e2 ⊗Γ+ R+ is

V =
(

1 w
0 1

)
∈ U(1,1)(R+) such that

d ◦ V =
(

0 dw
0 0

)
=
(

0 dv
v

0 0

)
,

and hence
dw = dv

v
.
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So the invariant of the framed ∇-module (M,∇, e1, e2) is log†(v), i.e. we get that the p-adic
line integral:∫

M
: X(O[[u]]) ∼= O[[u]]∗ −→ U(1,1)(E+)\U(1,1)(R+)/U(1,1)(K) ∼= E+\R+

is just the p-adic logarithm.

Concluding remarks. — What we have described is just the beginning of a theory, barely
setting up the formalism to state less trivial results. However the simple, but key idea is
already present: we should think of line integrals as fibre functors (or isomorphisms between
them), but the functor should take values in a non-trivial Tannakian category, such as ∇-
modules over E+. One of the main reasons to carry this theory further is to study rational
points on varieties over k((t)) which can be seen as follows.
Let X denote the special fibre of X, that is, its base change to Spec(k[[t]]). It is a smooth
scheme of finite type over Spec(k[[t]]). We have a reduction map r : X(Γ+) → X(k[[t]]).
Assume that (M,∇) is integrable, i.e. the curvature of ∇, defined completely analogously to
the classical construction is trivial. Then the map

∫
M factors through r : X(Γ+)→ X(k[[t]]),

that is, there is a map
X(k[[t]]) −→ Ur(E+)\Ur(R+)/Ur(K),

necessarily unique, whose composition with the reduction map r is the line integral of
M. Clearly we need to show the following: let s1, s2 ∈ X(Γ+) be two sections such that
r(s1) = r(s2). Then the base changes of the filtered ∇-modules s∗1(M) and s∗2(M) to E+
are isomorphic. The latter can be proved in the usual way, using Grothendieck’s equivalence
between integrable ∇-modules and crystals.
The natural next step is to study k[[t]]-valued points of smooth projective curves over
Spec(k[[t]]) via these line integrals. These have smooth, proper formal lifts to Γ+, and we
may look at the universal n-unipotent (and integrable) ∇-modules on these lifts, similarly
to Besser’s work (see [1]). The natural expectation is that the map which we get this way
is independent of the formal lift to Γ+, it is injective on residue disks, and it is possible to
prove a suitable analogue of the main result of Kim’s article [3, Thm. 1]. Combined with the
global methods of the paper [4], we are set to give a new proof of the Mordell conjecture over
global function fields along the lines of Kim’s method. We plan to carry out this program in
a forthcoming publication. Finally, let me also add that such a theory should exists also for
analytic varieties, in the sense of Huber, over the adic spectrum of (E+,Γ+), and it is perhaps
the natural setting, too.
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